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In Chinese numerology, the number 8 is 'The Pakua' - the Way of
Change. In many ways it was a year of change for the Community
Boat Project. For us, some change is constant. Yet there is always a
foundation of values, a set of programs, and a core of mentors and
students which carry through.
Our biggest change was the retirement of our visionary teacher,
Marci van Cleve. Marci came up with the notion of experiential
education on the water in 1992 and has been the heartbeat ever
since. Although she is not on site day to day, she remains president
of the Puget Sound Voyaging Society (PSVS) which helps oversee
the Community Boat Project (CBP). She is missed in the boat but
others have stepped into her shoes and the quality of education
continues.
What will year nine bring? Who can tell? But, if the past is an
indicator, then it just keeps getting better!
Wayne Chimenti, Director
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Our mission

To build a stronger community by inter-generational
maritime education and to give youth a 'sense of
place' by connecting them to the environment, the
economy, the people of their region.
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Philosoph

principles

Social Justice: We believe quality educational opportunities should be
available to all. Therefore, all of our programs are free to the public school
youth or on a sliding scale that matches the needs of any group. Our programs
are open to all people regardless of age, race, gender, economic status, or
sexual orientation.
Community Supported Education: We believe that education should be
community driven. The local community drives what is important to learn. Our
programs are funded by donations of materials and contributions from the
community.
Experiential Learning: Learning is done through hands-on, real,
meaningful experiences.
Environmental Sustainability & Sensitivity: We consider the
environmental implications of all our actions and make the best choice for
minimum impact.
Empowerment: There is a leader in every person and we're here to bring that
confidence to the forefront.

"The Community Boat
Project isn't just a
program, it's more like a
movement."
- MB Armstrong
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The Community Boat Project is a partnership between the
Northwest School of Wooden Boatbuilding, Port Townsend
School District #50, Chimacum School District #49, 4-H WSU,
and Puget Sound Voyaging Society.

Puget Sound Voyaging Society

Additional partners dedicated to youth education:
QUILCENE SCHOOL DISTRICT
NORTH OLYMPIC SKILL CENTER
VET CONNECT
PROJECT MENTOR
JEFFERSON COUNTY YOUTH PROBATION
WORK SOURCE
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Boatbuilding
The Boatbuilding program focuses on engaging students to work with their hands, giving them a
sense of pride that they can produce something of value. Students learn a variety of skills such
as basic woodworking, power tool use, joinery, rigging, ropework, sailmaking, and other skills
needed to make a functional boat. Students also learn to sail and row the boats they are working
on and building. An instructor and assortment of volunteers consisting of local craftsman,
shipwrights, and marine tradespeople guide students. Interacting with the instructors and
volunteers exposes these youths to people who love and are passionate about their craft. Newly
learned skills and the completion of a project acquaints students with a sense of satisfaction and
accomplishment that comes from working with their hands. With that they will always be able to
find value in their lives.
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programs

Voyaging
Through the course of this class students learn maritime skills such as navigation, team rowing,
boat maneuvering, marine maintenance (sanding, painting, simple woodwork, rig and sail
repair), rope and knot-work, ship-board safety and much more. During fair weather the Voyaging
class takes place on the water in two Longdories. Students row and sail their way around Port
Hadlock and Port Townsend Bay, taking turns in the leadership role of coxswain. In the course
of these weekly voyages navigation, boat handling, and marlinespike seamanship are learned
and practiced. In late spring the 'Journey' is embarked upon where voyagers take one week to
journey aboard the Longdories or a local tall ship and practice their seamanship. This expedition
is a celebration of the team these students have forged during the course of the school year.
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Sailor Scientists
In the sailor scientist program, students are immersed in the study of environmental and marine
related sciences in the classroom and through rowing and sailing Longdories. Students are
introduced to basic environmental data collection methods, inspiring discussions on
environmental issues, and solutions and daily actions to make a difference all in a carbon
neutral form of transportation. With this type of learning space, students are engaged in the
environment they are studying and are more aware of the weather, air, and water surrounding
them. By inspiring, educating, and motivating local youth, their new-found knowledge and
passion spreads to friends and family thereby, bringing the whole community closer to its
environment.
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the numbers

September 2015 - June 2016
11

Partner Agencies

55

Students served per week in free accredited programs

50+

Mentors & Volunteers involved

800

Program Hours

11,853 Volunteer Hours
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supporters

A most sincere THANK YOU to all those that made this
fantastic year possible!
COMMUNITY BOAT PROJECT'S BACKBONE
Ship's Backbone: Those structural members upon which the vessel is built.

Gary Gero

Phil Rome

Port Townsend Arts Commision

Youth Adventure

Peter Geerlof

Josh and Keely Stranahan

MAJOR FUNDERS

MAJOR GRANTS

IN-KIND

Bryce & Beth Adams
Beth Lorber
Gary Kiester Wescom Corp.

Russell Family Foundation
Satterberg Foundation

Edensaw Woods
Julie Keim Compass Courses
NW Yacht Brokers
Port Townsend Rotary
Kitsap Bank
United Good Neighbors
Pacific Maritime Institue

OTHER FUNDING

Hadlock Marina
Admiral Ship Supply
Tacoma Screw Products
Carl's Building Supply
Steve Willing
E-Paints
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Mentors

&

volunteers

These programs are made possible through the amazing
dedication of our mentors and volunteers.
HARDCORE VOLUNTEERS

FEARLESS CAPTAINS

Ray Speck
Burton Gabriel
"Long John" Humes
Scott Marcx
Hank Hazen
Christina Cogan
Bob Downes
Steve Stanton
Daniel Neville
Clark Hallam
Dwight Nicholsen
Mike Lee
Tom & Linda Weiner
Rosie Wilcox
Christopher Chimenti
Brandon Denning
Bob Olsen
"Doc" Ferguson
Marci Van Cleve

Kim Carver
Nahja Chimenti
Wayne Chimenti
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PROGRAM LEADS
Simon de Voil
Stan Berdinner
AND A POOL OF
OVER 50 OTHER
VOLUNTEERS!
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voices

“I come here because I was such a kid, who desperately needed adults to
teach me kindly, carefully, and sanely how to be an adult. I would have loved
this. Life doesn’t really have to be so selfish, so cold, so hard. Here we learn
the joy of giving what we learn back to others unselfishly.” -Adult Mentor
“This class has changed my life. I pretty much stayed home alone. I’ve
learned to work together with diverse people towards a common goal. I
made friends! It showed me a world outside of academics. Carve on!”
- H.S. Sophomore
On the Journey, every day I grew closer to my fellow voyagers, if only in
the slightest way. I found contentment in the days of sailing and reveled in
continuous power flowing through my body into the oars. I found material
for my poetry and endless tales. I found relief from the daily pressures of
high school.”
-H.S. Freshman
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“This program offers a vast amount of unique learning experiences. I have
learned so many skills I am sure I will use in the future." -H.S. Junior
"I'm here because it's awesome to see young people change from hostile
and cynical to open and confident -- gaining trust in the process of learning
-- gaining trust in adults."
- Adult Mentor
"It's the most successful youth program in the area. The kids are happy
to be here, the mentors are happy to be here, and together we do the
impossible."
- H.S Graduate
"My son has been talking non-stop about the 'Journey'. I hear that it was the
most amazing bonding experience. He had really learned what it is to be a
leader. It was a great experience all around."
- Parent
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